
Intentionally Energize 
Your Relationship
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You're cruising along. Then all
of a sudden, "Chug, Chug," and

nothing.....

Ever had your car run out of gas?



In the heyday of your  relationship,
passion, lust, the sheer joyful

newness of discovering there was
"us" energized your hours, days and

weeks together. The fuel source
seemed endless. But you may need to
check your relationship gauge. Does

the tank need refilling?

How you ask yourselves could we let
ourselves do that? Maybe you "point

fingers." 'I thought you were getting gas.'
Regrets are useless.  You just have to call
for help and hope it will come - that or

trek miles back to a gas station.
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Avoidable Disaster!

sure enough - the arrow's on empty!   hearts can't run on empty.



Keep your hearts full!

To function well marriage needs
fuel. 

Unless we fill our love tanks
regularly,  our relationship will

decelerate.
Eventually, resevoir empty, it grinds

to a halt. 



In this short exercise, the two of
you become fueling stations for one

another.  Time to fill those love
tanks.

Keep Marriage Vital



 -A QUIET PLACE WHERE YOU CAN BE ALONE 
TOGETHER, BUT EACH HAS A SPACE FOR WRITING

-A NOTEBOOK OR JOURNAL IN WHICH TO WRITE
-YOUR FAVORITE WRITING INSTRUMENT

-A FAVORITE BEVERAGE

05For the rest of the
exercise you will need:



30 minutes is plenty of time

Don't worry about finishing all the
questions.

Skip around if you wish



A vital relationship is a meeting of minds.
 What intellectual interest of yours would you love to share with your partner? 

Where and how could this happen?



Where and when? 
Do you need anything to prepare for the

experience?

Art Feeds the Soul. 
What cultural passion could you introduce to

your soul mate?



The Couple Who Plays
Together Stays Together

What really fun activity do you and
your partner enjoy together?

Is there a new one you think would be
fun to try? 



What was your favorite
vacation ever without
your partner? Could the
two of you go back?

What getaway could you
plan for this year? 

Dream. Dream. Dream. If
you could go anywhere at
all with your lover, whre

would it be?

Get Away from It All



Power of the Spirit
Deep, abiding relationships engage us

intellecutally, culturally, recreationally,
and emotionally. Most importantly they

connect us spiritually.

What spiritual rituals and practices are important
to me?

What are ones we could share together?



Find a Cozy Spot to Sit 
Quietly read each other's answers

Have a great conversation 

Make some fun plans

If you are dong this as part of a couple's group, decide
what ideas you what to bring back to the group.



What other
couples
have
discovered

Jorge & Liz
We realized that as much as we both loved music,

we really should be hitting some jazz places
together.

Natalie & Evan
Her native language is French. She misses it.

So, she's going to give me lessons. Voila!

Marie & Frank
We decided to start exploring different

parts of the city together.



If you enjoyed this
exercise, you can find
more at 

YOUR RECIPE FOR LOVE

Hope to see you soon!

Two other titles

Program 
 Your Lover's GPS


